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Dear Sir, 
Kindly inform if land around at Lake Guru Dong Maar in north 

Sikkim, location detail is as Latitude: 28.023617°, Longitude: 
88.710731°. Whether declared as Forest Land in absence of tree line 
on an high elevation of 5189 meters, and which is also not under Govt 
records, whether mapped by your department as forest land?

If yes, please elaborate on what grounds is it declared Forest 
Land? Please inform its current status.

It is to bring in your kind notice that the Hon'ble Supreme Court 
Godavarnam v/s Union of India, in its order dated 12th December 1996
has laid down that there must be two conditions to declare any land as
forest i.e. either it should have any Govt., record or tree canopy but 
none is available there in respect of the subject of the land. 

The panoramic view shows barren mountains all around it which remains covered 
with perpetual snow, other records shows aquatic vegetation is nil there because poor Sun
light, cool surface, barren and rocky land which do not allow any seed to germinate and 
it’s much over the altitude where tree line ends at Thangu at 14000’.

The first condition is that there should be forest on this land, a canopy of trees.
And according to this condition, one should look up the meaning of ‘Forest’ in
the dictionary. The Oxford Dictionary defines forest as a clump of trees (Tree
canopy). 

Sikkim, whose forest cover is 44.37% (ISFR 2019 shows it 47.11%) of its total
geographical area, the 40% out of one hectare of its land, must be covered with
trees as it’s a mountainous state. 

The second condition laid down by Supreme Court is to have any govt record
means a  revenue receipt  on  forest.  The SDM Chungthang states in his
letter that this land doesn’t come under revenue land. 

Sikkim forest department doesn’t fulfil any of these conditions; hence the land
at the Shore of Guru Daang Maar Lake can’t be called Forest land as per the
conditions laid down by hon’ble Supreme Court of India. 

On October  10, 2018,  in  a  response  to  the  Parliamentary  Standing
Committee on Science, Technology, Environment, Forest and Climate



Change,  the  Director  General  (Forests)  and  special  Secretary,
MoEF&CC, said;

“Sir, actually, if  we define ‘forests’,  it  could create many loopholes
that may be exploited. So, right now, we are going by the definition
given by the Supreme Court. As of now, ‘forest’ means any area that is
recorded as forest in any Government record irrespective of whether it
is having a forest growth or not.”  

1- Panoramic view of Lake Guru Dongmar where no vegetation or tree is seen;

Land around Guru Dong Maar Lake where no vegetation or tree is seen.



Views of a tourist expressed after visiting at the Lake Guru Dong Maar;



Barren, rocky and snowy Land around Lake Guru Dong Maar

2- Copy of  the letter  issued by SDM Chungthang stating the Land in subject  not
under govt records.

Therefore Sir, You are kindly requested to elaborate if the land at the shore of the
Lake Guru Dongmar in north Sikkim is a forest land? We need proper information and
confirmation from your office as only your office in India maps the forests. Your kind
reply is awaited at the earliest. 

Thanks and regards. 
Adv. Dalveer Kaur




